
Instructions for trap line F, D, C circuit 
 
This circuit checks 53 traps on lines F (PTF1‐PTF23), D (PTD4‐PTD16) and C (PTC14‐PTC32) and 
takes approximately 4 to 5 hours. The start point is from the bush edge of the Tokaanu Station 
farm access track. John Haywood (ph3866989 or haywood@xtra.co.nz) farms Tokaanu Station 
and here has given permission for Project Tongariro volunteers to access this track (excluding in in 
September when lambing occurs) with the proviso that he is informed beforehand. It is your 
responsibility to ensure John has been notified before you enter his property! 
 
The farm can be accessed from the end of Tukehu Street. Turn east at the end of Tukehu Street, 
past Turangi Golf course and follow the farm track past the houses and woolshed up to the bush 
edge on the northern side of Mt. Pihanga where a white telecommunications building is located. You 
will have to open and close several gates to get to the top. John's house is the first house on the 
right. The access road is a rough gravelled farm‐track which is 2WD accessible with high wheel 
base vehicles. It is not suitable for most 2WD cars. At the top of the access park by the 
telecommunications building and walk uphill across the paddock to the bush edge where there is a 
stile by the start of the track. Trap PTF23 is approximately 5metres from the fence. 
 
The easiest way to check this circuit is to head west along predator trap line C which starts at 
PTF23 and follows a pink triangle route towards baits station line AA25. PTC32 is 100 meters west 
of the beginning of the old Pihanga summit track, near the pasture boundary. From this point on 
the route is through forest and crosses several streams. Trap PTC27 is on bait‐station line AA, 
approximately 10m from bait-station AA25. Predator trap line C then turns north‐east and follows 
AA bait-station line down a steep hill until bait-station AA32. From here it then turns west along the 
northern bait-station access track which is marked with orange triangles. At Predator trap C14 the 
circuit then heads south‐west along bait station line S / predator trap line D and follows pink 
triangles until PTD4. Predator trap line F starts at this point and follows the central access track 
pink triangles to PTF16 where it meets the Pihanga summit track which follows an electrical 
cable, all the way back to the pasture edge. 
 
On the bait-station lines predator traps are co‐located with bait-stations. 
 

PTD4 is located with S1  
PTD6 is located with S5  
PTD8 is located with S9  
PTD10 is located with S13  
PTD12 is located with S17  
PTD14 is located with S20  
PTD16 is located with S24 

PTD5 is located with S3 
PTD7 is located with S7 
PTD9 is located with S11 
PTD11 is located with S15 
PTD13 is located with S19 
PTD15 is located with S22 
 

PTC15 is located with T27  
PTC17 is located with U31  
PTC19 is located with V29  
PTC21 is located with X31  
PTC23 is located with Z31/32? 
 

PTC16 is located with U32 
PTC18 is located with ? 
PTC20 is located with W29 ? 
PTC22 is located with Y32 
 
 

 
  



 
 
F-D-C line with number of catches Oct 17 to Sep 18 


